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Abstract 

The current analysis is haunted to review the consumers’ expertise and perception in 
organized and unorganized retail settings whereas shopping for recent turn out in 7P’s 
Framework in city. Most of the respondents rate their expertise to be wonderful or superb 
notably with relevancy product vary, quality and freshness of products at organized stores. But 
on the parameters of product freshness, accessibility of seasonal fruits and handling returns and 
exchanges, unorganized traders score higher. Some respondents feel that the grievance redressed 
procedures and systems aren't quite client friendly, and want to be redesigned within the larger 
formats.  

Majority of the respondents agree or powerfully comply with the statements that FDI in 
retail is incredibly abundant helpful to the customers and also the economy, growth of organized 
retail give higher services to the customers, and it might have an effect on cultivation practices of 
corporations additionally, massive retail corporations operate with larger potency, and that they 
encourage wasteful defrayment. Timely market data, entrepreneurial drive and business acumen 
can guarantee success of all stakeholders within the fray, and it seems to be a positive add game 
within the ever growing market instead of zero add game because it is comprehended 

. 

 
I. Introduction 

Structural modification continues to remodel the world recent fruit and vegetable (fresh produce) 
promoting system. Year’s agone within the u.s. (US), the everyday recent manufacture 
promoting dealing was characterised by several shippers marketing {to several| to several} 
consumers in terminal wholesale markets—the classic case of a wonderfully competitive market 
with many freelance transactions at the evident commodities exchange value. Husbandry 
development had not been a priority till recent years. it absolutely was later within the post-1993 
amount that a centered attention was given to husbandry development through  information 
primarily based technology. Within the year 2005-06, husbandry contributed nearly twenty eight 
percent of gross domestic product in agriculture and fifty four per cent of export share in 
agriculture (Economic Survey, 2007-08). Asian country is that the second largest producer of 
fruits and vegetables, next solely to China and also the total cultivated space of fruits and 
vegetables is around twelve million hectares, that is near seven- member of the full cultivated 
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space. This accounts for thirteen seven percent international of worldwide of world production in 
vegetables and around 100 percent in global production of fruits. The full market size for recent 
fruits and vegetables in Asian country is Rs 145000 crores and union retail during this section 
could be a very small three hundred cores. This figure reflects the massive untapped potential 
within the Indian FFV market within the organized sector. 

II. Union marketing OF FFVS 

India’s committee, in its Approach Paper for the Eleventh 5 Year set up, (2006, pp. 27-8) has 
noted: “Organized marketing brings several benefits to producers and conjointly to urban 
shoppers, whereas conjointly providing employment of the next quality. Organized marketing in 
agricultural manufacture will originated provide chains, provide higher costs to farmers for his or 
her manufacture and facilitate agro-processing industries. Fashionable marketing will herald new 
technology and cut back shopper costs, so stimulating demand and thereby providing a lot of 
employment in production.” husbandry development is presently affected by poor promoting 
arrangements. Farming manufacture is usually collected from farmers by market agents, World 
Health Organization sell it in organized markets established underneath the Agricultural 
manufacture promoting Acts. Sadly, these markets are controlled by a couple of traders and treat 
a extremely non transparent basis. Facilities for grading and handling are poor, and ways of 
value discovery within the markets don't seem to be clear. Wastage is high as a result of poor 
supplying and also the absence of cold chain. The gap between costs received by the farmers and 
people paid by urban shoppers is giant, reflective inefficient promoting arrangements. 

Efforts are seen from huge retail players to enhance the potency of the agriculture provide chain 
serving to each, the farmers, on one hand (by having honest costs for his or her produce) and also 
the client, on the opposite hand (by giving them a good value and a cushy searching experience). 
Galati, a supporter of the retail revolution, says "Wastage can cut back once a similar company 
handles the manufacture from the farm to the fork, as against currently, once farm manufacture 
goes through many levels of wholesale and tertiary traders before reaching the merchant. Losses 
would more cut back with investments in cold-storage." 

III. Issues regarding organized merchandising OF FFVS 

Organized merchandising of fruits and vegetables by company chains might not solely have an 
effect on tiny retailers. Issues are voiced regarding whether or not massive retailers would be 
ready to produce artificial shortages and value volatility. Mechanisms to limit such power area 
unit fascinating  (Singh 2010). it's necessary to contemplate the likelihood of implicit collusion 
among organized retailers, United Nations agency would possibly divide and share elements of a 
bigger market and use ways like predatory valuation to drive out tiny retailers. 

Iv. Review of literature 
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Amita sovereign (2011) suggested that the supporters of easement usually argue that if the 
fashionable food retail sector is allowed a full spherical of easement, it should have numerous 
positive outcomes, as well as a discount in costs. He raises a counter question, what if the 
markets, because it happens in many instances, fail to deliver on account of the structural snags 
that will still act a speedily growing and nevertheless extremely segmental economy 

Dhruv Grewal et al, (2009) contend that survival in today's economic climate and competitive 
retail setting needs quite simply low costs and innovative merchandise. To contend effectively, 
businesses should concentrate on the customer's looking expertise. 

Dwelling on the problem, 

G. Suresh, Dr. S. Krishna Murthy (2012) found that the agriculture development has enhanced 
employment and interchange earnings 

Manju leader (2012), tries to work out the perception of service quality of organized retail stores 
and their satisfaction among five hundred respondents from organized stores elite from Haryana, 
and across numerous dimensions like Product aspects, value facet, Physical facet, Promotional 
schemes, and Personnel Interaction and when Sales Services. Across the sub-dimensions of 
service quality of organized retail stores, the respondents' level of perception and satisfaction in 
terms of Product aspects, value facet, Physical facet, Promotional schemes, Personnel Interaction 
and when sales services was "good”. 

Nityanand Singh and Prachee Javadekar (2011) observe that the supply-chain management of 
spoilable food merchandise could be a terribly typical issue,  that is to be adequately managed to 
realize the competitive advantage for optimum profit within the current situation. Kamaladevi B 
(2010) contends that enhanced FDI inflows to a rustic will produce many economic effects. 
Among others, FDI will have an effect on labor and capital markets, trade patterns and economic 
process. 

Ruchi leader (2012) found that although there are a unit innumerous opportunities that area unit 
untapped by the retailers, they'll achieve success by paying additional attention towards their 
client desires and wishes. 

Shankar Gopalakrishnan and Priya Sreenivasa, (2009) cautions that instead of being a curative 
for Indian agriculture, company food provision can seemingly accelerate several key components 
of India’s agricultural crisis. It 'll turn out a decline in land productivity, cut back food security, 
adversely have an effect on value stability and can tend to negatively impact employment and 
credit relations. 

V. Ramanathan, Dr. K. Hari, (2011) studies the perception of customers regarding each 
unorganized and arranged retailers and finds it keeping on dynamically.  
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P.Anandaraj and V.Chinniah (2011) opine that the realm and production of fruits normally and 
mango, especially, has augmented several folds throughout the last fifteen years, that brought in 
several issues with relevancy promoting of the fruits. The varied promoting facilities necessary 
for economic disposal of the manufacture have, however, not been ready to keep step with the 
quick increasing fruit trade. 

V. analysis style 

Need for the Study: Agricultural promoting has been undergoing tremendous changes with the 
launching of the new international economic order by speedy economic process and domestic 
market reforms within the last twenty years. The retail sector in Bharat encompasses twin 
sectors- Organized and Unorganized, with predominance of unorganized sector scaling down 
ninety eight % of retail business. Supermarkets, the new face of organized selling, in Bharat 
presently account for an awfully little share of the contemporary manufacture retail sales. 
Whereas the little traders raise serious issues over their doable marginalisation potential loss of 
business and livelihoods. The viability of the investments by the massive retail players and keep 
of little traders well rely upon customers’ patronage. Presently the pilot study is preoccupied to 
judge the customers’ expertise whereas shopping for FFVs in each organized and unorganized 
retail settings in seven P’s Framework, which might be furthered with larger sample size with 
needed modifications and analyses victimization additional advanced applied math tools. 

Objectives of study 

1. To present a summary of organized retiling of contemporary Fruits and Vegetables 

2. To check the consumers’ expertise in organized and unorganized settings in 7P’s Framework 

3. To check respondents’ views towards numerous problems in fashionable selling 

4. To supply constructive suggestions for providing higher merchandise and services to the 
customers 

Sampling and knowledge Collection: Population was outlined as active retail shoppers. 
Regarding one hundred retail shoppers starting off of Reliance contemporary and additional 
stores- 2 every set in Madurai town were approached and sixty seven of them completed the 
form, creating the effective sample size sixty seven. The study was dispensed throughout April-
May 2012. The structured interview form is driven by victimization the foremost necessary 
factors influencing shopper behavior in distinguished retail formats among the framework of 
services promoting mix- 7P’s from literature review. The form was developed in consultation 
with analysis guide and discussion with some consultants and professionals in retail 
management. The structure of the form and format of the interviews is clustered into the 
subsequent major sections: 
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General data or Respondent Profile and their shopping for behavior of contemporary Fruits and 
Vegetables 

 expertise of consumers (respondents) at each organized and unorganized retail settings 
 Respondent perception towards moral practices followed by the retailers 
 Respondent perception towards varied important problems in trendy selling. 

Likert scale is employed for coefficient the variables and queries generally. 

Borders of the Study 

 Few respondents were reluctant and too busy co-operate in analysis survey 
 Sampling error and respondent bias might not be dominated out, but best efforts area unit 

created to elicit correct and complete data from the respondents to draw valid inferences. 

 Because the study is confined to city town solely at choose stores, thence the findings is 
also generalized with nice caution. 

Profile of selected companies  

Aditya Birla Retail restricted is that the retail arm of Aditya Birla cluster, a USD twenty eight 
billion Corporation. The corporate ventured into food and grocery retail sector in 2007 with the 
acquisition of Trinetra- a south primarily based grocery chain. afterwards Aditya Birla Retail 
Ltd. expanded  its presence across the country below the complete "more." with a pair of formats 
like hypermarket and supermarket. The stores area unit handily set occupation to the daily, 
weekly and monthly looking desires of customers. the merchandise offerings embrace a large 
vary of contemporary fruits, vegetables, groceries, attention, home care, general merchandise and 
a basic vary of apparels. Currently, there area unit over 600 additional supermarkets across the 
country. 

Reliance contemporary is that the initial retail venture of the cluster. Reliance contemporary 
usually homes groceries like grains, pulses, oil, ghee, flour, sugar, salt, spices, dry fruits, etc. It 
conjointly offers a large form of native, regional and foreign fruits and vegetables, as well as 
contemporary cut fruits and vegetables which will be simply used. In dairy farm product 
Reliance contemporary homes contemporary milk, curd, farmer's cheese, butter, cheese, flavored 
milk, ice-creams etc. Reliance Industries has endowed nearly Rs. 3,000 crores to expand the 
Reliance contemporary stores. Reliance contemporary stores exist in additional than fourteen 
states in Asian country. 

Vi. Discussion of results 

Respondent profile and shopping for behavior Majority of respondents were females (70%) and 
concerning seventieth area unit aged between 30-60yrs 46% falling in 30-45 Yrs cluster and 
twenty fifth in 45-60yrs cluster, nearly simple fraction were married. Over eightieth of 
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respondents area unit minimum graduates as well as thirty ninth with post-graduation or skilled 
degree. Over 1/2 the respondents like feeder food, whereas associate equal size prefers to shop 
for contemporary Fruits and vegetables at organized retail stores. The respondents area unit 
additional or less equally divided on their monthly family financial gain, earning up to Rs 20000 
per month to Rs 50000 per month. Whereas one thirds prefers to shop for throughout weekends, 
over 2 fifths notice it convenient to shop for within the evenings. Concerning two thirds of 
respondents forever value more highly to obtain merchandise with previous coming up with, 
seventy three percent obtain merchandise every way typically. Nearly 1/2 the respondents obtain 
FFVs weekly, whereas the acquisition worth of FFVs throughout every visit ranges from Rs a 
hundred to Rs three hundred. Concerning fifty percent pay through credit/ charge account credit, 
whereas the remainder pay (40 percent) or redeem vouchers/ food coupons. Target respondents 
picked every which way, were at once approached once the completion of the looking. Retail 
shoppers buying contemporary Fruits and Vegetables were selected for the study to totally 
perceive the buyer behavior with regard to choose product class. 

Respondents expertise whereas shopping for FFVs at each organized and unorganized shops 

With relevance product combine, most of the respondents rate their expertise to be wonderful or 
excellent significantly with regard to product vary, and quality of products at organized stores. 
but on the parameters of product freshness, accessibility of seasonal fruits and handling returns 
and exchanges, unorganized traders score higher (mean 4.33, 4.13 and 4.03 respectively) over 
their organized counterparts whose mean scores were 3.73, 3.51 and 2.49 severally (please refer 
Table a pair of, segment 2.1). Personal discussion with the respondents reveal that sensible 
relation and private rapport with neighborhood traders facilitate hassle-free exchanges/ returns 
just in case of any problems, whereas street hawkers provide additional amount, varieties and 
higher quality of products throughout festivals and special occasions. Unionized retailers offer 
additional exotic styles of Fruits and Vegetables compared to traditional traders. 

Pricing in organized settings is appeared to be additional clear, and economical, but unorganized 
retailers had a footing in convincing the customers that their discounts (bargain price) is 
additional real over serious discount claims of organized players. With the enlargement of chain 
to the nook and corners of the town, the retail stores area unit same to be simply accessible, but 
the penetration levels of ancient retailers across the town stays unmatched, creating 
contemporary manufacture handily accessible to the purchasers. Since most of the respondents 
area unit minimum graduates, they need affordable plan on the procural practices followed by 
the traders, and that they understand that organized retailers operate with higher procural 
efficiencies compared to street vendors. 

Over eightieth of respondents feel that purchasing FFVs at organized stores is most or noticeably 
comfy attributable to convenient operating hours. whereas the customers area unit responsive to 
the promotional offers (bargains just in case of typical formats), several of them don't think about 
schemes like lucky Draw to be terribly enticing. Promotion of loyalty card by giant players is 
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seemed to be terribly effective with a mean score of 4.25 against scale of five. The large players 
score higher over the tiny ones in their publicity effectiveness and merchandise show. nobody 
expects the tiny retailers to be able to advertises across national media, but very little additional 
artistic effort in creating the merchandise additional visible and appealing is extremely abundant 
potential. 

It is usually claimed that the workers in giant retail stores are well trained to be proactive and 
client friendly, but this study finds contrary to the current, a minimum of within the FFV section. 
Since the tiny entrepreneurs themselves alter the shoppers, they maintain higher rapport. The 
expertise shared by a number of the respondents reveal that a number of the client support 
workers in giant stores don't forever provide right data a few specific product, price, acceptance 
of coupons and therefore the like- resulting in wider communication gap. a number of the 
respondents had few problems with asking in organized marketing, mostly emanated since costs 
within the system don't seem to be promptly updated. Some respondents feel that grievance 
redressed procedures and systems don't seem to be quite client friendly, and wish to be 
redesigned. 

The modern retailers definitely have a footing over tiny retailers altogether the parameters of 
physical proof like visual charm of machines and instrumentality with a mean score of 4.27 
(2.61), interiors and exteriors of the shop four.19 (2.91), searching area 3.87 (2.55), cleanliness 
and hygiene four.24 (3.25) parking facility 3.75 (2.63), store atmosphere 3.85 (3.07) and overall 
searching expertise 4.06 (3.64). Among the variables, the smallest amount score for 
contemporary retailers are often found for parking lot, that might compound additional with 
raised turnout of patrons. 

On moral quotient, each the formats are equally at guilt with low scores on setting friendly 
policies, participation in community development activities (Corporate Social Responsibility 
initiatives of the business cluster weren't thought of as retail initiatives by most of the 
respondents), whereas kid labor are usually seen to use by tiny traders (some of the traders 
engaged their youngsters to sell product to the customers). The centrally cool glass structures of 
huge retailers, use of plastic covers are a number of the environmentally venturous practices 
pointed by the respondents. Most of the large retailers charge more money for covers whereas 
asking, but providing plastic covers whereas advisement the product remains uncurbed, that 
might lower the impact of such initiatives. Respondents’ views on very important problems in 
fashionable marketing Majority of the respondents agree or powerfully comply with the 
statements that FDI in retail is extremely abundant helpful to the shoppers and therefore the 
economy, enlargement of organized retail offer higher services to the shoppers, and it might have 
an effect on cultivation practices of corporations additionally, giant retail corporations operate 
with larger potency, but they encourage wasteful disbursement. Over 65% of respondents are 
somewhat 
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Skeptical regarding organized retail sector’s potential to make large employment opportunities, 
and its ability to supply higher quality merchandise at lower costs in atmosphere friendly manner 
on continued basis. 

Vii. Conclusion and suggestions 

With the ever-changing life style, modernization and urbanization there exists an enormous 
scope for the expansion of wet retail stores in each the formats. Emergence of TV was perceived 
to be a threat for cinema within the initial section solely to be found complementary eventually. 
whereas the massive retailers may flourish by providing large kinds of FFVs to the urban 
shoppers with utmost economy, convenience and atmosphere, and comprehensive policies 
towards all the stakeholders; the little traders and hawkers still cater to the cross sections of 
shoppers within the market with the potential automation, higher service and innovative selling 
and client relationship management ways. Higher store management practices, and training and 
sensitization of staff within the trendy formats may additional rise the footprints and build loyal 
client base. Timely market info, entrepreneurial drive and business acumen can guarantee 
success of all stakeholders within the fray, and it seems to be a positive total game within the 
ever growing market instead of zero total game because it is understood. 
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